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Direct Manipulation 

•! Coined by Shneiderman 

–! Files can be dragged into folders 

–! Folders can be opened up 

–!Moving the mouse moves cursor and objects directly  

•! (vs “move 15 to right”) 



Squeeze Me, Hold Me, Tilt Me 

•! Group at PARC was investigating even more  

direct manipulation for PDAs 

–!Make squeezing, holding, tilting the input 

–!Xerox is the document company, also looking at e-books 

•! Tasks 

–! #1  Navigation within a book or document 

–! #2  Navigation through long sequential lists 

–! #3  Document annotation 



#1 – Turning Pages in a Document 

•! Large portable computer display 

–!E-book like properties 

–! page-sized screen, XGA resolution, pen input 



#1 – Turning Pages in a Document 

•! Pressure sensors in corners 

–!No extra screen real estate 

–!Cheaper than pressure-sensitive screen 

–!Mimics real page turning 

•! Interaction 

–!Right-to-left in upper right ! next page 

–! Left-to-right in upper left ! back page 

–!Page flip sound 

•! Conjectures on user study results? 

Next Back 



#1 – Turning Pages in a Document 

•! Lessons from informal user studies 

–! Image looks like a book, people learned flicking quickly 

–!Originally no animation, people got disoriented, later added 

–!Audio feedback annoying 

•! Physical effects principle 

–! virtual effect of a physical manipulation                              

should be compatible with physical effect               

manipulation in the analog task  

–! (where it makes sense) 



#2 – Traversing a Sequential List 

•! Rolodex 

–!Each card has one contact 

–!Cards form circular list 

–!User turns wheel by a knob 

•! scroll in either direction 

•! control the rate of scrolling 

•! stop scrolling too 



#2 – Traversing a Sequential List 

•! Tilting lets you change the card shown 

–!More tilt means faster 

•! Conjectures on user study results? 



#2 – Traversing a Sequential List 

•! Problem with stopping 
–!Going back to no tilt was annoying 

–!Couldn’t always see screen either 

•! Added a squeeze feature to stop 

•! Accidental vs intentional actions? 

–!Squeeze to start as well 

–! Tried adding foam on side as affordance 

•! User reactions 
–!Have to avoid extreme angles 

–! 6 different scrolling rates overall, at just noticeable difference 



#3 – Annotating a Document 



#3 – Annotating a Document 

•! Bimanual input 

–!Non-dominant hand holds 

–!Dominant hand writes 

•! Implementation 

–!Pressure sensors to detect handedness 

–!People tended to grip edges 

–!Document shifted toward side, more space to write 



#3 – Annotating a Document 

•! User reactions 

–!Worked amazingly well 

–!All users got it immediately 

–!No mistakes in sensing either (sensors on lid) 

•! Thoughts 

–!Rather than just copy real-world, can also augment it 



Discussion 

•! Sensing worked well by leveraging familiar metaphors 

–!Once people saw it, they got it 

–!But also had to learn what the limits were 

•! Sensor issues 

–!Cost (mostly cheap, but mass production costs) 

–!Correct placement of sensors 

–!Note that a simple switch might be good enough for  
page turning and traversal 

•! Main point: 

–!Simple sensors can support natural interactions 
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Building on Touch, Squeeze, Tilt 

•! Commercial E-Book Readers 

–!Softbook and RocketBook 



Building on Touch, Squeeze, Tilt 

•! Commercial E-Book Readers 

–!EU Newspad and Librus Millennium E-Book 



Building on Touch, Squeeze, Tilt 

•! XLibris 

•! Address two problems: 
–!People don’t like reading online 

–!Paper easy to use, comfortable,  
portable 

•! So… 
–!What properties of paper must we imitate? 

–!What are advantages of reading online and how to support? 

•! Similar (but better-defined) strategy as before: 

–! Imitate real world where necessary 

–!Do better than real world where possible 



XLibris 

•! Passive vs Active Reading 



XLibris 

•! Passive vs Active Reading 

•! Passive reading 

–!Entertainment 

•! Active reading 

–!Critical thinking, comparing, note-taking, annotation 

•! Single vs multiple 

•! Single 

–! Tasks include bookmarking, navigating 

•! Multiple 

–! Tasks include piling, sorting, filtering, navigating 



XLibris 

•! Also argue that passive-single reading not too     

useful for e-book readers 

–!Note: seems that most e-book devices went this route 



Pros of Paper 

•! Sharpness and resolution 

•! Easy to move to avoid glare, bring to focal length 

•! Fixed page layout, better spatial memory, easy to flip 

–! In contrast to monitors, see only part of page 

•! Free-form annotations easy (vs mouse and keyboard) 

•! Physical mobility 

•! Multiple display surfaces 

•! Easy to share 

•! (Doesn’t crash, no power required) 



Imitating Paper 

•! Hi-res portable display 

•! Fixed page layout 

•! Ink-based annotations 

•! Easy to flip pages (pressure sensors again) 



Doing Better than Paper 

•! Distribution and mobile access 

–! Timely, fast, cheap 

–!Can carry lots of documents too 

•! Organizing, searching, filtering 

•! Further reading 



Further Reading 

•! Automatically generated a further reading list  

based on your annotations 

–!Marking specific words auto generates query on words 

–!Marking passages looks for related phrases 

–!Currently searches documents on device, could extend 



Further Reading 



Further Reading 



Further Reading 



Doing Better than Paper 

•! Distribution and mobile access 

–! Timely, fast, cheap 

–! Lots of documents too 

•! Organizing, searching, filtering 

•! Further reading 

•! Supporting different modes of reading 

–! Translation 

–!Skimming 



Skimming Mode 

•! Emphasize important words 

•! De-emphasize common words 

•! Some magazines use similar tactics 



Skimming Mode 



Pros of Reading Appliances 

•! Distribution and mobile access 

–! Timely, fast, cheap 

–! Lots of documents too 

•! Organizing, searching, filtering 

•! Further reading 

•! Supporting different modes of reading 

–! Translation 

–!Skimming 

•! Reviewing annotations 



Reviewing Annotations 

•! Too easy to lose real-world annotations 

•! View all annotations across all pages 

•! View annotations across all docs too 

–! Linked to pages 

–!Organized by time 





Recap 

•! Imitate paper as much as possible 

–!Hi-res 

–!Portable 

–! Fixed page-layout 

–!Annotations 

•! Augment e-books to increase utility 

–!Distribution and mobile access 

–!Organizing, searching, filtering 

–! Further reading 

–!Skimming 

–!Reviewing annotations 
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Sensing for Interaction Techniques 

•! Simple sensors to tell context of interaction 

–! Primarily how the device is being held 

–! Commodity costs 

–! Low-power consumption 

•! Used to improve interaction techniques 

–! Holding device in certain ways ! intended or likely actions 

–! In some cases can automatically “do the right thing” 

•! Very natural if done well 



Sensing in a Modified PDA 



Video 



IR Proximity Sensor 

•! Determine rough distance to an object 

–! 5 to 40cm range  

•! Has IR emitter and receiver 

–! Similar to TV remote 

–! IR light modulated at 40Khz 

•! Works by measuring amount of reflection 

–! Different readings for different surface types and sizes of object 

–! But actually pretty consistent 

•! Here we are mostly looking at the same thing (skin) anyway 



Touch Sensors 

•! Conductive paint 

–!Senses capacitance  

–!Signal changes when you are touching it 

•! Two separate sensors 

–! “Holding” sensor on back and sides 

–! “Bezel” sensor at edge of screen 



Tilt Sensor 

•! 2D Accelerometer (in plane of device) 

–! Gravity provides constant acceleration (1G) 

–! Direction of acceleration vector " x,y tilt 

–! Also can detect patterns of movement 

•! Done with single chip  

–! Cheap and relatively easy 

–! Implemented with MEMS 

•! Microelectromechanical systems  

•! Lots of new sensors soon using this technology 



Processed Values From Sensors 

•! Proximity 

–!Estimate in cm 

•! ProximityState 

–!Close < ~7cm 

–! InRange ~7-25cm 

–!OutOfRange 

–!Duration in  

that state 



Contexts Inferred From Touch Sensors 

•! Holding (duration) 

–!From back / side sensor 

–! Is user holding the device and if so how long  

have they been holding it 

•! TouchingBezel (duration) 

–!Similar for bezel touch sensor 

–!Not considered to be touching it until  

duration > 0.2 sec 

•! They use thresholds like this in a number of places 



•! LookingAt(duration) 

–! Small range of angles appropriate for typical viewing              

and how long there 

–! Touch requirements added to this in later iteration 

•! Moving(duration) 

–! Any movement and how long since last still period 

•! Shaking 

–! Device is being shaken vigorously 

•! Walking(duration) 

–! Detected by repetitive motion in 1.4-3Hz range 

Contexts Inferred From Touch Sensors 



Angle 

Y Tilt 

X Tilt 

Contexts Inferred From Touch Sensors 



Interaction Techniques 

•! Power on 

•! Voice memo recording 

•! Portrait / Landscape display mode selection 

•! Scrolling 

–!LCD contrast compensation 

•! Display changes for viewing while walking 



Lessons and Issues 

•! Sensor fusion 

–!Multiple points of evidence to avoid false positives 

•! E.g., “looking at” via both angle and touching  

instead of just angle 

•! Need designs tolerant of recognition errors 

–!False positive or negative is not a catastrophe  

–!But recognition errors can ruin interaction 

•! Recovery costs can easily destroy benefits 



Lessons and Issues 

•! Cross talk between techniques 

–!Handled by explicit disabling  

•! Event saying “We’re using that now” 

–!Tilt for scrolling interferes vs display orientation 

•! Used to disable other effects, ad hoc 

–!This is a general issue that needs work 

•! Probably needs some sort of general conflict 

resolution mechanism 

•! But not clear what that is, or how to do it 
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TouchMouse 

•! Basic idea: make computers aware of touch input 

–!Augment input devices with “skin” that detects touch 

–!Develop some interaction techniques demonstrating utility 



TouchMouse 

•! Don’t touch-pads and touch-screens already    

support touch? 

–!Goal here is to decouple position from touch 

–!Argument is that touch without position is still useful 



Detecting Touch 

•! Touch 

–!Capacitive (humans are capacitors) 

–! Infrared detection 

•! Pressure / Force 

–!Weight sensors (cars) 

•! Proximity 

–!Motion sensors (burglar alarms) 

–!Electric field 

•! This paper uses Chemtronics conductive paint 

–! Touching the mouse causes time delay in signal 

–!Past threshold means “touch” or “release” 



TouchMouse Apps 

•! On-Demand Interface  

–!Alter screen if device is being touched or not 

–!Ex. No mouse touch ! toolbars no longer needed,  

so fade out toolbars and maximize screen real estate 



TouchMouse 

1 



TouchMouse 

2 



TouchMouse 
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TouchMouse 

•! Useful because most toolbars don’t show information 

about state 

–!Shrink to a “compact” toolbar to maximize screen space 

–!Also note that toolbars could probably be hidden when 

mouse has not moved for a while 

•! Uses alpha transparency to fade in and out 

–! Less jarring transition 

•! Also fades out toolbars when scrolling 

–!People tend to leave fingers on scroll wheel when reading 



TouchMouse Apps 

•! On-Demand Interface  

–!Alter screen if device is being touched or not 

–!Ex. No mouse touch ! toolbars no longer needed, so fade 

out toolbars and maximize screen real estate 

•! Scrolling TouchMouse 

–!Add touch sensors at top and bottom of scroll wheel 

–!Supports easy page up and page down 



TouchMouse 

•! Also provided trackball for two-handed interaction 

–!Use non-dominant hand for “toolglass” 

–!Dominant hand for normal input 



TouchMouse 



Lessons and Issues 

•! Big take away point 

–!Knowing context of operation (e.g. how held) 

constrains space of possible current interactions 

–!Less explicit actions needed 

•! E.g., typically avoid button presses or other mode entry 

–!Can result in simpler and more natural interaction 

•! Best case: Picking it up to do something causes   

it to do “the right thing” 
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Processed Values From Sensors 



Processed Values From Sensors 



Sensor Architecture 

•! Micro-controller constantly reads sensors (~400 

samples / sec) 

•! Reports values to PDA via serial port 

•! “Broker” application on PDA receives and 

processes values 

•! Then makes information available to other 

applications via API 

–!Polled values or events 



Power On 

•! Micro-controller is on even when PDA is off 

•! PDA is powered up when you pick it up to use it 

–! Holding in orientation for use 

–! Specifically 

•! Holding + LookingAt  

•! In portrait orientation (but not Flat)  

•! For 0.5 seconds 

!! Extremely natural interaction 

–! Pick it up and its ready to use 

–! Avoids most false positives 



Voice Memo Recording 

•! Interaction: “Pick it up like a cell phone and talk into it” 

•! Holding + Proximity + proper orientation (tilt) 

•! Has audio feedback (critical) 

–! Click when pickup gesture recognized 

–! Beep to start recording 

–! Double beep at stop 

•! Stop via loss of preconditions 

!! Again, very natural interaction:  

!!pick it up as necessary to do a particular thing and it does it 



Display Mode Selection 

•! DisplayOrientation event / data 

–! Flat, Portrait 

PortraitUpsideDown, 

LandscapeLeft,  
LandscapeRight 

–! Also refresh event  

when changed 

•! Dead zones important 

–! Must cross all the way  

through zone to count 

•! Flat is important  

–! don’t change 



Tilt Scrolling 

•! Must explicitly touch bezel touch area to enable 
–!Not quite as nice, but still pretty easy 

•! Then tilt up, down, left, right to scroll 
–!Rate controlled (exponential) with a dead band 

•! Extra touch: LCD contrast compensation 
–!Adjusts contrast as you tilt to make things readable 



Technique Interference 

•! Tilt for scrolling interferes with display orientation 

selection 

–! Hence explicit clutch 

–! Also “I’m scrolling now” event to disable across applications 

•! BUT… what about when you let go? 

–! Can’t tilt back prior to releasing clutch  

–! Not scrolling anymore once released 

–! Disallow display change in direction of scroll tilt right after scroll 

•! Also suggest a timeout for this effect 



Viewing When Walking 

•! Future work in the paper (demo) 

•! If you hold the device in reading orientation  

–!Hold + LookingAt 

 and walk, it will increase font size, etc. 

–!Again, detected by repetitive motion  

in 1.4-3Hz range 


